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Introduction

Conclusion

In recent times, there have been reports of the use of “Medical
Marijuana” and Cannabis in helping to gain relief from the symptoms
in autism .This editorial seeks to present the facts about the underlying
mechanism of what brings about the effect of the “improvements”,
although temporary in most cases, that have been reported where
either the parents of a child with autism or the child / person with
autism has used or has been administered cannabis in one form or the
other.

There are two things that became clear from working with the
parents who had tried cannabis/medical marijuana either for
themselves or for their child with Autism:

In my healing practice of applying Intent Healing in healing the
limiting symptoms in autism, I have come across four cases so far
where the parents of the children with autism have used medical
marijuana and / or cannabis either for themselves or administered the
same to their child with autism. In all four cases they had reported
some improvements in the symptoms of autism in the child that was
not long-lasting. Since they were not able to see the complete healing
of all the limiting symptoms they continued to look for other
alternatives that work in autism and had found their way to Intent
Healing.
Effect of cannabis / medical marijuana on the parents: The energies
of the parents came into alignment, which means the energies opened
up with the positive and natural inward flow of the energies / life force
in the initial few days of smoking cannabis. However, with the daily
use of cannabis and / or medical marijuana, this positive energy
aligned state was totally lost and the energy picture showed a stressed
state with little or no shift in this stressed picture even after stopping
the drugs. By this time, the side-effects of the drugs took over, along
with intense craving for the drugs. Interestingly, in the initial days of
using the drugs by the parents, they reported feeling relaxed and calm
and correspondingly, the child with autism too started showing
improvements in the symptoms. These “benefits” were however shortlived because once the energy picture shifted to the stressed state upon
continued use of the drugs , the side-effects in the parents worsened
and the limiting symptoms of autism worsened in the child , with the
child becoming more violent than before.
Effect of cannabis / medical marijuana on the child with autism: In
the cases where only the child with autism was being administered
cannabis and / or marijuana and the parents were not using the same,
the child showed improvements in the limiting symptoms in the initial
days of being administered the drugs. However, on daily
administration of the same , the child’s energies went out of alignment
and into the stressed energy mode and the child started demonstrating
violent behaviour towards others and self-injurious behavior too, such
as head-banging and biting of own hands / forearms.
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The temporary beneficial effects of cannabis both in the parents and
in the child with autism are due to the fact that cannabis works at the
level of the Energies of the parents and the child with autism. The
improvements in the symptoms in the child with autism are brought
about by the temporary state of Energy Alignment. This again
CONFIRMS the Energy basis for all the limiting symptoms in autism.
In other words, all the limiting symptoms in autism are caused due to
the disturbances in the Energy Fields of the parents and the child. And
once these energy disturbances are corrected, the limiting symptoms
disappear. This has been explained in great detail in the online course
on ‘The Energy Basis Of Autism And The Solution’ here :
authenticautismsolutions.usefedora.com
In cases where only the parents were taking cannabis/medical
marijuana, in the initial stages of using medical marijuana, the
ENERGIES of the parents came into alignment when they used the
drugs and therefore that opened up the flow of the life force through
them and they too feel relaxed. This state of Energy Alignment in them
was experienced by the autistic child (as the autistic child is
energetically connected with the parents) and the child’s energies too
came into alignment and therefore some of the limiting symptoms
improved in the child.
BUT, this relief in the parents and the improvements in the
symptoms in the autistic child are short-lived and temporary. On
continued use of cannabis and / or marijuana, the “beneficial effects”
wears-off and disappears because continuous use of these drugs pushes
the energy fields to a stressful state and the side-effects of the drugs
take over . The energy assessments revealed that the state of energy
alignment that was achieved in the initial days of the use of cannabis /
marijuana was completely lost with daily use of the drugs.
There is no necessity for the parents and the children with autism to
suffer from the confusion and disappointment of experiencing the
temporary relief and then the more dangerous side-effects of using
drugs such as cannabis and medical marijuana, now that there is a
perfectly safe, non-invasive healing approach based on the science of
Applied Energy Medicine and Applied Intentional Epigenetics that is
available today in healing the limiting symptoms in autism. Not just
that, by applying the method of Intent Healing one can see the results
of the limiting symptoms of autism disappearing from day one.
And more importantly, the child / person with autism then begins
to thrive with his / her unique gifts and talents having gained complete
freedom from all the limiting symptoms of autism.
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Why suffer from the side-effects of Cannabis and Medical
Marijuana in autism while there is a Safe, NATURAL, Effective and
Holistic Solution in autism that is already working on the ground?
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